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Motor Network Reorganization Induced in Chronic Stroke Patients with the Use of a Contralaterally-Controlled Brain Computer Interface
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ABSTRACT
Upper extremity weakness in chronic stroke remains a problem not fully addressed by current therapies. Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) engaging the unaffected hemisphere are a promising therapy that are entering clinical application, but the mechanism underlying recovery is not well understood. We used resting state functional MRI to assess the impact a contralaterally driven EEG BCI therapy had on motor system functional organization. Patients used a therapeutic BCI for 12 weeks at home. We acquired resting-state fMRI scans and motor function data before and after the therapy period. Changes in functional connectivity (FC) strength between motor network regions of interest (ROIs) and the topographic extent of FC to specific ROIs were analyzed. Most patients achieved clinically significant improvement. Motor FC strength and topographic extent decreased following BCI therapy. Motor recovery correlated with reductions in motor FC strength across the entire motor network. These findings suggest BCI-mediated interventions may reverse pathologic strengthening of dysfunctional network interactions.

1. Introduction
Stroke causes adult disability in approximately 800,000 adults annually in the United States [1]. Unilateral upper motor weakness, known as hemiparesis, occurs in 77% of new stroke cases [2]. Hemiparesis frequently persists into the chronic stage of stroke; 65% of chronic stroke patients report reduced motor function 6 months after stroke [3,4]. Patients rarely obtain substantial motor improvement 3 months after a stroke, with residual motor deficits effectively becoming permanent [5–11]. Behavioral adaptations instead of spontaneous recovery generally underlie subsequent improvements [9]. Recent innovations in rehabilitation techniques, however, offer new opportunities for motor recovery, even in the chronic stage.

The efficacy of brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) for post-stroke motor rehabilitation has been demonstrated with a variety of designs [12]. However, there is a lack of consensus regarding the neurophysiological mechanisms driving recovery through BCI [13–16], which necessitated further study. Functional recovery was previously shown in a severely impaired chronic stroke population treated with a BCI system using signals from the contralesional motor cortex [17]. The former study used cortical EEG signals to control a robotic hand orthosis. Additionally, the efficacy of BCI on motor recovery was linked to changes in EEG activity in motor regions within frequencies used for BCI [17]. Given that this contralesional BCI system, known as the Ipsihand (Neurlutions, Santa Cruz CA), recently received FDA market authorization and will be applied to stroke populations, understanding the mechanism of its clinical benefit is of high importance. Power fluctuations in alpha (8–12 Hz) and beta (13–25 Hz) frequencies are observed in motor cortex during motor activity [18,19]. These frequencies are also used for BCI control [17]. We therefore hypothesized BCI may have affected neural circuitry to facilitate motor recovery via experience-dependent plasticity. However, previously recorded EEG signals only assess broad cortical regions with limited anatomic specificity. Here, we used functional MR imaging to study whether BCI therapy affected functional connectivity organization in the motor cortex and cerebellum.
Networks of correlated spontaneous brain activity during rest have been extensively described using functional MRI (fMRI) [20–22]. Strokes disrupt ‘functional connectivity’ networks [23–26]. Furthermore, the extent of network disruption correlated with stroke-induced impairments in multiple behavioral domains [23,25–27]. Strokes altered network modularity, typically by a decrease and then a partial recovery in association with behavioral improvements [25,28,29]. Connectivity changes between specific regions have also been implicated in stroke recovery [30–32]. Further, performance on motor function assessment tasks after a stroke was reduced with disrupted interhemispheric motor network connectivity [24,33]. Thus, recovery from stroke induced by BCI might involve changes in resting-state functional connectivity (rsFC).

The objective of the current study was to determine whether an EEG-driven BCI controlled by motor signals from the unaffected hemisphere reorganized brain networks for motor control. Based on previous reports linking motor network organization with post-stroke motor function, we hypothesized that motor recovery achieved during BCI therapy would change motor network connectivity, and that these rsFC changes in motor systems would correlate with the strength of recovery. Increases in interhemispheric connectivity, and decreases in intrahemispheric connectivity have previously been reported during stroke recovery [24,25,30,33–35]. Consequently, we hypothesized motor recovery via BCI would lead to similar patterns of change in inter- and intrahemispheric rsFC. The unexpected findings in this study suggest a potential novel recovery mechanism associated with BCI induced recovery in chronic stroke.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Patient demographics

Eight enrolled patients had an upper limb hemiparesis (Median upper extremity portion of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment (UEFM) = 21.75) at least 6 months post-stroke. Exclusion criteria included evidence of memory loss, severe aphasia, joint contractures in the upper limb, unilateral neglect, or an inability to generate a consistent BCI control signal. A complete list of inclusion and exclusion criteria is available in the supplemental material. Table 1 details patient demographic information. Most patients showed a moderate or severe motor impairment, although two patients showed a mild impairment. Every patient provided written informed consent before data collection.

2.2. EEG screening

Patients performed an EEG screening task to identify a brain signal associated with motor imagery of the affected hand from the contralesional hemisphere (i.e. the BCI control feature). Patients had to generate the motor imagery EEG signal consistently for the BCI therapy task. Initially, patients rested quietly for approximately 7 minutes during recordings of baseline EEG activity. Patients then performed a series of paired trials of quiet rest and imagined movement of their left, right, or both hands at the same time. Trial duration was 8 seconds with an inter-trial interval of 3 seconds. A single EEG screening session included acquisition of approximately 45 trials of rest and each type of imagined hand motion. Patients had to avoid moving or talking during EEG recordings. Screenings paused automatically for patients to rest in absence of a specific task at 25% completion intervals for the full duration of the screening. Each patient performed at least two screening sessions. A third session was necessary when detected feature frequencies were erratic or EEG signal quality was low in a prior session. Excluded patients had low-quality EEG data in all screening sessions, showed no reliable feature frequency, or could not regularly perform the BCI task.
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2.3. BCI feature frequency

Control of the BCI device was through a 1 Hz wide feature frequency distinctly identified from EEG screening data in each patient. Stroke disrupts normal cortical oscillations in sensorimotor frequencies [36,37]. A patient-specific feature frequency approach was therefore implemented to lessen the impact of stroke-induced changes in the sensorimotor rhythm, which is classically used to control motor BCIs. The band-limited power of the feature frequency determined whether the orthosis opened (decreased power) or closed (increased power) during BCI therapy. A detailed description of BCI control signal processing is available in the supplemental material. A measure of the variance in each feature frequency from each patient was its coefficient of determination ($R^2$), calculated from the difference in quiet rest and impaired hand imagery task states in each screening session. Negative $R^2$ values indicated a power decrease during motor imagery relative to rest. Selected from each patient were feature frequencies with the largest negative $R^2$ value within mu or beta frequency bands (8–25 Hz) dependably produced across screening sessions.

2.4. Intervention protocol

The study timeline started with screening sessions over 1–2 weeks, followed by pre-therapy motor assessments and resting-state fMRI (Figure 1(a)). Next, patients trained to use the BCI device. They subsequently received a complete set of equipment to use at home. Patients then performed 12 weeks of home BCI therapy sessions, when they used the equipment for 1 hour per day, 5 days per week. The assigned therapy sessions totaled 60 hours. Although all patients were assigned the same amount of BCI therapy, usage varied among patients. Therapy dosage for BCI patients was estimated by summing the number of runs with at least 10% accuracy on both movement imagery and rest trials. Five BCI runs were approximately one hour of therapy. Patients either performed the therapy and device setup alone or with a caretaker based on their specific needs and living situation. Members of the research team were available via phone and e-mail to assist with technical issues. Excluded from the study were patients unable to use the BCI device. Patients had to enter their usage on a provided tracking sheet, which assisted them in documenting therapy times and any problems experienced with the equipment. Clinicians assessed motor function.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

*Figure 1.* BCI Intervention protocol and system design overview. (a) Protocol Timeline. Screening for EEG feature frequency and inclusion and exclusion criteria occur over several sessions in a 1–2 week period. Following screening, patients undergo an MRI scan and motor assessments before receiving their BCI device. Patients perform BCI therapy for 12 weeks at home, returning every 4 weeks for motor assessments. A final MRI scan and motor assessment is performed after 12 weeks of therapy. (b) BCI System Design.
once per month (Figure 1(a)). After 12 weeks of BCI therapy, patients received a post-therapy motor assessment and second resting-state fMRI scan. Patients in the comparison group received intensive physical therapy in an 8-week task-specific training program.

2.5. BCI system design

Components of the BCI system included a motorized hand orthosis and wireless EEG headset (Wearable Sensing, San Diego, CA) with dry, active electrodes (Figure 1(b)). A Windows tablet connected via Bluetooth to the EEG headset to record signals from the electrodes. A local Wi-Fi network generated within the orthosis supported communications between the tablet and a computer within the orthosis. The computer controlling orthosis received commands to open or close the hand via the tablet through these communications.

BCI therapy sessions involved multiple steps: (1) Patients put on the BCI headset and hand orthosis, turned on system components, and confirmed correct communications through a series of automated test outputs. The index and middle fingers of the affected limb were placed into padded braces where they could be flexed and extended with the orthosis. The motor and electronics in the orthosis were contained inside the device and rested on the forearm of the affected limb. After powering on the system components, the BCI control software loaded onto the tablet checked for connections to the headset and orthosis. Upon confirmation of these connections, the software proceeded to signal quality assessment. (2) Next, EEG signal quality assessments involved comparing low amplitude rest signals to noisy signals activated by jaw clences. Patients were prompted to rest and clench their jaws, each for 5 seconds. Raw signals were displayed to the patients during this process, and they were trained to identify the characteristic noise expected during clenching. Following the rest and clench states, an electrode map was displayed with colors (green, yellow, and red) denoting signal quality at each electrode site. Quality was assessed by measuring the difference in signal power between rest and clench states, as a jaw clench typically results in significantly higher signal power. When signals were too noisy, patients could improve electrode connections by manually adjusting the headset and electrodes to facilitate contact with the scalp, rotating electrodes to push through hair, and waiting for a gradual decline in dry electrode impedance. Therapy did not proceed until signal quality improved with a subsequent assessment. (3) Patients began the BCI therapy task following a one-minute recording of an at-rest signal and eight repetitions each of 8-second-long quiet rest and motor imagery trials. These recordings enabled threshold adjustments for orthosis control for each session. During therapy, patients received a cue to remain quietly at rest or perform vivid motor imagery of their affected hand. Band-limited power of the feature frequency was extracted from the contralateral EEG signal during therapy. The hand orthosis opened in a 3-point grip (Figure 1(b), upper right) after power of the feature frequency dropped below the threshold. The orthosis remained closed at higher feature frequency power levels (Figure 1(b), lower right). Patients received an instruction to attempt opening the orthosis by thinking about moving during motor imagery trials, and kept the hand closed by clearing their thoughts during rest trials. Patients thereby received proprioceptive and visual sensory feedback from the orthosis based on the EEG signals they generated. Individual trials lasted 8 seconds followed by a 3-second inter-trial interval.

2.6. Motor function assessment

The upper extremity portion of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment functioned as the primary motor outcome due to its wide use and high inter- and intra-rater reliability [38–40]. UEFM is a 66-point measurement of reaching and grasping ability with several hand orientations and ranges of motion. Secondary outcomes included grip strength, Motricity Index, Modified Ashworth Scale (MAS), and Arm Motor Ability Test (AMAT) [41–43]. Motor function assessment to establish a stable baseline occurred twice before commencing therapy. Baseline motor function was the average of two assessments (pre1 and pre2). Further assessments occurred at 4-week intervals during therapy, and at 6-months post-therapy completion. Calculation of motor improvement followed the formula:

\[
\text{UEFM}_{\text{post}} = \frac{\text{UEFM}_{\text{pre1}} + \text{UEFM}_{\text{pre2}}}{2},
\]

that is, the post-therapy motor function score minus the average of the baseline motor function scores. Occupational and physical therapists assessed motor function.

2.7. MRI acquisition protocol

MRI scans with a Siemens Prisma 3 T scanner included structural images from T1-weighted MP-RAGE, T2-weighted fast spin echo, and fluid attenuation inversion recovery (FLAIR) sequences. Scanning sessions occurred within 2 weeks of initiating and completing
the 12-week therapy protocol. Capture of BOLD signals for resting-state data utilized a 64-channel head coil and a gradient echo EPI sequence (voxel size = 2.4 × 2.4 × 2.4 mm; TR = 1070 ms; TE = 30 ms; flip angle = 70°; multi-band factor 4). Each of three, approximately 7-minute scans collected 400 frames of resting-state functional MRI data, for a total of 1200 frames over 21 minutes. We acquired distortion maps immediately prior to each resting-state BOLD scan.

Comparison group MRI scans included similar T1- and T2-weighted structural images with a Siemens TRIO 3 T scanner. Resting state BOLD data acquisition included the following parameters: 4 mm isotropic voxels; TR = 2000 ms; TE = 27 ms; 12 channel head coil; 4 scans with 128 frames each.

2.8. MRI preprocessing

A previously described pipeline preprocessed all functional MRI data [44]. The 4dfp suite (4dfp.readthedocs.io) of preprocessing steps comprised slice-time correction, removal of odd-even slice intensity differences, rigid body motion correction, affine transformation to a (3 mm)³ atlas space, spatial smoothing with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian kernel, voxelwise linear detrending, and a temporal low pass filter (0.1 Hz cutoff). Freesurfer software performed cortical surface segmentation. Regression of nuisance waveforms, derived from motion correction timeseries, CSF signal, white matter signal, and the whole brain (‘global’) signal, reduced spurious variance [45,46]. High-motion frames were removed from the analysis [44]. Fisher z-transforms were applied to Pearson correlation coefficients prior to statistical analysis.

2.9. Seed-based functional connectivity calculations

Analysis of preprocessed MRI data utilized MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) unless otherwise noted. Cortical regions previously implicated in motor control served as a priori regions of interest (ROIs). These included the hand region of bilateral primary dorsal motor cortex (M1), dorsal premotor area (PMA), and supplementary motor area (SMA). We used Neurosynth [47] for all cortical ROI coordinates. Peak Z-scores for each ROI served as centers for 8 mm diameter spheres. Extracted mean BOLD timeseries were from each ROI. Generation of two aggregate cerebellum (CBL) ROIs were from somatomotor regions in anterior CBL lobules. Separately averaged left and right CBL somatomotor regions formed the basis of left and right CBL mean timeseries [48]. Then, labeling these left- and right-side timeseries as contralesional and ipsilesional was relative to the left/ right stroke brain location. Cerebellar laterality was in correspondence to motor network membership (i.e. left cerebellum and right primary motor cortex were in the same functional hemisphere). Excluded ROIs overlaid the stroke lesion. Analyses were of functional connectivity, defined as the Pearson correlation of paired mean ROI timeseries and between select ROIs and all other voxels in the brain. Pre- and post-therapy connectivity differences indicated changes in functional connectivity.

2.10. Functional connectivity analyses

A twofold focus of the functional connectivity analysis was: 1) define changes in cortical and subcortical connectivity topography and 2) define alterations in magnitude of connectivity in known motor network ROIs. For network topography, primary analyses performed on fMRI data included voxel-based functional connectivity between ROI in contralesional M1, ipsilesional M1, contralesional CBL, and ipsilesional CBL and the rest of the brain. Findings assessed connectivity changes at specific ROIs following BCI therapy. We examined only statistically significant functional connectivity maps by applying a threshold of z = 0.3. Obtained maps were from pre- and post-therapy timepoints. Counts of suprathreshold voxels in each connectivity map tracked spatial distributions for pre- and post-therapy MRI scans. Voxel counts were from the whole brain and each hemisphere. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests compared pre- and post-therapy timepoints for whole-brain voxel counts. Timepoints here refers to MRI scans at baseline before any therapy (pre-therapy) and after 12 weeks of BCI therapy (post-therapy). Suprathreshold voxel counts for each patient and ROI evaluated relationships between functional topography plasticity and motor recovery. The subtraction of pre- from post-therapy voxel counts quantified changes. Spearman rank correlations estimated the relationship between motor recovery and change in number of suprathreshold voxels.

Evaluations of motor network connectivity changes following therapy relied on assessments of network strength through pairwise functional connectivity (FC) measurements between ROIs. Median adjacency matrices generated from Pearson correlation coefficients between each ROI pair visualized FC
strength in the pre-therapy state as well as changes in FC following therapy. Adjacency matrices were converted into circular graphs for visualization using the Python NetworkX package [49]. Circular graph nodes were per ROI. Color of edges (lines) connecting nodes mark the z-score value of Pearson correlations (i.e. connectivity strength).

Pairwise connectivity measurements were grouped into the following subsets: all motor ROI pairs, interhemispheric ROI pairs contralesional intrahemispheric pairs, and ipsilesional intrahemispheric pairs. Interhemispheric ROI pairs indicated FC strengths between contra- and ipsilesional ROIs. For each ROI pair within these groupings, FC strengths across all cases were combined into distributions showing the proportion of each FC strength value at pre- and post-therapy timepoints. Similarly, distributions of all FC z-values for each ROI pair and per patient showed individual differences in changed FC strengths between pre- and post BCI therapy. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests assessed differences between pre- and post-therapy FC strength distributions relative to the number of correlation z-scores of a given magnitude. The formula listed below estimated the Wilcoxon signed-rank effect sizes:

\[ r = \frac{Z}{\sqrt{N}}, \]

with \( r \) the effect size, \( Z \) the signed-rank test Z-statistic, and \( N \) the sample size. The Spearman rank correlation between Wilcoxon effect sizes and increases in UEFM scores examined the relationships between FC change and motor recovery.

3. Results

3.1. Motor rehabilitation

All BCI patients showed an increase in UEFM score after 12 weeks of contralesional BCI therapy. Clinically meaningful recovery occurred in seven of the eight patients who reached a minimal clinically important difference (MCID) threshold of at least a 5.2 point score increase [50]. Median increase in UEFM score was 7.25. Figure 2 illustrates progressive longitudinal motor recovery from baseline in each case. Most patients passed the clinically significant threshold by 8 weeks. Patients 1 and 2 showed similar UEFM improvement to other subjects despite having a much milder baseline impairment. Wilcoxon signed-rank tests also found significant improvement (\( p < 0.05 \)) in grip strength, Motricity Index score, and AMAT scores (see Supplemental Material for more detail). Median changes included increased grip strength (3.75 pounds, \( p = 0.0234 \)), Motricity Index (2 points, \( p = 0.0156 \)), and AMAT (5 points, \( p = 0.0156 \)). The Modified Ashworth Scale, a measure of spasticity, showed median changes of 0 at the elbow and 0.125 at the wrist. No MCID comparisons were available for these measures. Individual changes in secondary outcomes are detailed in Table S1.

3.2. BCI performance

Patients generally used their BCI systems effectively, achieving median move and rest success rates of 78.5% and 35%, respectively. A definition of
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a successful trial was reaching the BCI activation threshold for at least 1 second for move trials or staying under the activation threshold for the entire trial duration for rest trials. Most patients showed greater success rates with movement imagery trials due to restrictive criteria for success on rest trials. Although we accepted feature frequencies in both alpha (8–12 Hz) and beta (13–25 Hz) bands, six out of eight patients had beta feature frequencies. This preference for beta frequencies is consistent with previous studies of ipsilateral motor electrophysiology in which there are stronger spectral power changes in the beta band than in the mu (also known as alpha) band during ipsilateral movement [51].

Table 2 contains BCI performance data including feature frequencies, trial success rates, signal error (Sum of Squares), and coefficients of determination ($R^2$).

### 3.3. Spatial distributions of voxel-based functional connectivity in select ROIs

BCI therapy-induced changes in spatial connectivity patterns in contralesional and ipsilesional primary motor cortex and cerebellum from pre- and post-therapy in group average functional connectivity maps ($z > 0.3$), as shown in Figure 3. Qualitatively, contralesional and ipsilesional M1 (Figure 3(a,b)) and cerebellar
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(Figure 3(c,d)) ROIs showed decreased spatial distributions of functional connectivity voxels post therapy (Figure 3(a–d)). Smaller extents of functional connectivity appeared especially in ipsilesional M1 (Figure 3(b)) and contralesional cerebellum (Figure 3(c)).

Quantitatively, suprathreshold voxel counts significantly decreased for ipsilesional M1 following BCI therapy (Figure 4, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, \( p = 0.0156 \)). Suprathreshold voxel count changes were normalized to the matching baseline for each patient and region. Box-and-whisker plots of pre- and post-therapy counts of voxels surpassing the functional connectivity statistical significance threshold \((z > 0.3)\) show decreased variance following BCI therapy (Figure S4). No statistically significant correlations were observed between voxel count changes and motor recovery (Figure S5).

3.4. ROI-ROI and interhemispheric connectivity

Circular graph representations show median functional connectivity strengths pre-therapy for contra- and ipsilesional ROIs, based on \( z \) scores of Pearson correlations between paired ROI nodes (Figure 5(a)). Strong connectivity strengths \((z > 0.6)\) characterized links between cortical motor ROI with connections located entirely contralesional or ipsilesional and most interhemispheric links (Figure 5(a)). Relatively weaker connectivity strengths \((z < 0.5)\) occurred between interhemispheric CBL and motor ROIs (e.g. cSMA to iPMA or iM1; cM1 to iM1 or iPMA). Generally, many nodes showed connectivity above the threshold to other motor ROIs, an expected feature of the motor network. All suprathreshold connectivity changes in BCI patients were negative from pre- to post-therapy timepoints, regardless of whether paired ROIs were contralesional, ipsilesional, or interhemispheric. (Figure 5(b)). Not shown are median connectivity changes of \(|z| < 0.1\).

Functional connectivity strength in BCI patients was significantly lower post-therapy compared to pre-therapy. Normalized distributions of functional connectivity strengths pre- and post-therapy are shown in Figure 6. The analysis included all ROI pairs regardless of a threshold of \( z > 0.3 \) for results shown in Figure 5. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test found statistically significant decreases from pre- to post-therapy timepoints across all motor ROIs and patients \((p = 1 \times 10^{-6})\), all interhemispheric motor ROI \((p = 0.006)\), all ipsilesional intrahemispheric ROI pairs (Figure 6(d), \( p = 0.003 \)), but not any contralesional intrahemispheric ROI pairs (Figure 6(c), \( p = 0.071 \)). These results showed
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Figure 4. Normalized voxel count changes in select ROIs. Difference relative to baseline for the number of voxels with statistically significant functional connectivity \((z > 0.3)\) to contralesional and ipsilesional primary motor cortex (M1) and cerebellum (CBL) in chronic stroke patients pre- and post-therapy. Box-and-whisker plots indicate median values. Value of 1 indicates no change. The ipsilesional M1 region showed a statistically significant reduction in number of suprathreshold voxels compared to the pre-therapy timepoint with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test \((p = 0.0156)\).
4. Discussion

Upper extremity motor function improved in a chronic stroke population following 12 weeks of training with a noninvasive, contralesionally controlled brain–computer interface. Decreases in functional connectivity strength and topography in motor cortex ROIs were concurrent with upper limb motor improvements. Reductions in topographic connectivity to ipsilesional primary motor cortex correlated with recovery. Motor recovery levels were also significantly correlated with a reduction in functional connectivity strength. These findings suggest that contralesional BCI-induced motor function improvement in chronic stroke patients may be partially driven by widespread decreases in motor network functional connectivity.

Of particular importance was finding contralesional BCI therapy effectively enabled recovery for chronic hemiparesis. Chronic hemiparetic stroke patients usually experience poor motor recovery after 3 months post-stroke [5–9]. Studied patients were at a median of 62 months post-stroke. Nevertheless, 7 out of 8 patients made clinically significant improvements in upper limb motor function following contralesional BCI therapy. Ipsilesional BCI therapy for both acute and chronic hemiparesis has been previously implemented in a variety of configurations [12]. Robotic orthoses, electrical stimulation, and visual imagery feedback have all been used successfully in combination with ipsilesional BCI systems across several studies [12,13,16,52–55]. The current contralesionally driven BCI therapy method and intervention protocol replicated BCI-mediated recovery reported previously, thus confirming motor recovery with contralesional BCI therapy [17]. Critically, patients achieved motor improvement using BCI in a home therapy setting, with patients or their caretakers operating the BCI system. Others have recently noted the practical challenges of implementing BCI therapy in a clinical setting and suggested home-based therapy as a potential solution [54,56]. The current BCI approach advantageously expanded a therapy method previously confined to in-person clinical settings.

Acquisition of noninvasive functional neuroimaging concurrent with BCI therapy additionally revealed unexpected motor network changes during rehabilitation. Decreases in motor network functional connectivity strength suggest different network dynamics occur during recovery in chronic stroke compared to (sub)acute stroke. Typically, acutely injured networks characteristically showed increased intra- and decreased interhemispheric resting-state FC strength [24,25,30,33–35]. Task-based BOLD
activations during motor tasks also became latera-
lized toward the contralesional hemisphere [57].
With functional recovery in the subacute stage,
brain function gradually reverted toward the pre-
stroke state with increased interhemispheric con-
nectivity and a return of ipsilesional cortical activation
during a motor task [16,29,30,32,34,57,58].
Functional organization with more successful beha-
vioral recovery resembled that of a healthy brain
[29,30,32,58]. In contrast, contralesionally driven BCI therapy resulted in broadly decreased motor network intra- and interhemispheric connectivity strength. The findings also were not an epiphenome-
non given a significant correlation between connec-
tivity change and motor recovery.

Figure 6. Motor connectivity decreases following BCI rehabilitation. Histograms constructed from motor ROI sets across all BCI patients at pre-therapy (blue) and post-therapy (red) timepoints. Overlapping histograms shown in purple. Histograms displays the normalized distribution of Z-transformed functional connectivity. ROI sets include all motor ROI pairs (a), interhemispheric ROI pairs (b), contralesional intrahemispheric ROI pairs (c), and ipsilesional intrahemispheric ROI pairs (d). Decreased post-therapy motor FC is statistically significant via Wilcoxon signed-rank test for full motor ROI set ($p = 1x10^{-6}$), interhemispheric ROI set ($p = 0.006$), and ipsilesional intrahemispheric ROI set ($p = 0.003$). Contralesional intrahemispheric connectivity decreased, but this change was not statistically significant ($p = 0.071$).

Contralesionally driven BCI rehabilitation in chronic stroke may operate by affecting inhibitory circuit activity through experience-dependent plasti-
city. Mouse models of stroke recovery have indicated that experience-dependent plasticity may be important for stroke recovery. Studies in whisker barrel cortex suggest a possible model in which loss of incoming sensory input (e.g. removal of a whisker) resulted in robust alteration in the activity, connectivity, and structure of neural circuits [59]. Loss of input to a deprived barrel column precipitated a loss of inhibi-
tory firing in that column. Unmasked horizontal excitatory connections possibly provoked expanded adjacent receptive fields serviced from neighboring columns linked to intact whiskers. These changes
Correlations of FC Change to Recovery

Figure 7. Correlation between connectivity change and BCI motor recovery. Spearman correlations between motor ROI connectivity change and motor recovery. Data represented in ranked form. The dotted line represents a least-squares regression fit onto the ranked data. Connectivity change in four ROI sets measured as shown in Figure 5. The correlation between connectivity change in all motor ROIs and motor recovery was statistically significant.

might be a consequent pathologic expansion of local connectivity [60]. Similar changes in cortical topographical maps arose from peripheral loss in nonhuman primates [61,62]. A possible mechanism affecting these network changes might be injury-induced downregulation of inhibitory circuits [62–64], allowing increased neural activity via preexisting thalamocortical and intracortical connectivity as opposed to de novo sprouting [65–67]. Similarly, provoked increases in intracortical connectivity might occur following stroke-mediated white matter transections in human cortex [68]. Consequently, chronic loss of motor output from stroke might pathologically diminish inhibitory activity, resulting in a net increase in maladaptive connectivity of the remaining motor network. This connectivity increase probably does not represent a compensatory mechanism, but rather a long-term pathologic end point of an injury. Thus, a consistent engagement of thalamocortical inhibitory motor rhythms with BCI usage may reverse this chronic state of maladaptive, decreased inhibitory activity [18]. A consequence of the reversal could be the observed reduced motor functional connectivity, which may result from restored inhibitory activity. Further, enhanced inhibition might lead to increased functional specialization within the motor network, consistent with current findings of reduced nodal connectivity and diminished topographic distributions of connectivity (most notably in ipsilesional M1).

Ipsilesional primary motor cortex in BCI patients was the only ROI that showed a statistically significant change in suprathreshold voxels. Previous studies into motor network connectivity following acute stroke typically reported positive associations between ipsilesional M1 connectivity or activity and motor recovery – this does not match the presented findings [16,24,32,57]. While we observed no correlations between the degree of motor recovery and the change in ipsilesional M1 connectivity extent, there was an observed increase in a patient population achieving clinically significant recovery. The discrepancy may be due
to the specific contralateral activity of the BCI device used for therapy. By promoting contralesional activity during therapy, activity-dependent plasticity may have altered functionally relevant ipsilesional activity. Extensive contralesional BCI use potentially resulted in reduced ipsilesional M1 connectivity specifically, in addition to the general decrease in motor network connectivity.

The current findings of BCI effects on motor recovery and decreased motor network connectivity indicate the importance of further optimization of BCI-mediated therapies. Previously, Bundy et al. demonstrated functional recovery correlated with patient accuracies of BCI control [17]. Thus, enhancing the personalization of BCI control to best facilitate patients’ ability to control BCI therapy devices may be important for effective therapy [69]. The described methods used for BCI control in this study were relatively simple. The BCI system was controlled by the signal from a single electrode and a 1-Hz wide EEG frequency band associated with motor imagery. More elaborate control algorithms reliant on different EEG features may enhance rehabilitative effects. Further, other methods of feedback could include functional electric stimulation or virtual representations of a paretic hand moving [12,13,52,70–73]. In particular, the current feedback was only through proprioceptive sensation from moving the hand. Abundant evidence showed robotic manipulation of an affected limb has provided substantive benefit [12,13,52,70–72]. Designing an optimal feedback regimen to best affect identified motor network changes will require further research, possibly piloted initially in an animal model.

### 4.1. Limitations

We executed a small, non-randomized, prospective study, which constrained the impact of these findings. The small sample size also constrained statistical testing to less powerful non-parametric tests, which may unreliably detect results from small effect sizes. Two BCI patients had multiple-stroke lesions, which may have further affected motor connectivity. However, we assumed these patients achieved full recovery from non-motor deficits due to our strict inclusion and exclusion criteria. Despite additional stroke effects in these cases, seven of eight patients showed clinically significant upper motor recovery after BCI therapy, which coincided with decreased in motor network connectivity.

### 5. Conclusion

Chronic stroke patients used a contralesionally controlled BCI system to achieve clinically significant upper motor recovery. Motor recovery was coincident with decreases in resting-state functional connectivity among motor ROIs. These findings are notably different from those in the subacute stage of stroke. Future studies need to explore the influence of BCI as a therapy for strokes affecting motor behavior.
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